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Figure 1. Learning Diverse 3D Animals from the Internet. Our method, 3D-Fauna, learns a pan-category deformable 3D model of more
than 100 different animal species using only 2D Internet images as training data. At test time, the model can turn a single image of an
quadruped instance into an articulated, textured 3D mesh in a feed-forward manner, ready for animation and rendering.

Abstract

Learning 3D models of all animals in nature requires
massively scaling up existing solutions. With this ultimate
goal in mind, we develop 3D-Fauna, an approach that
learns a pan-category deformable 3D animal model for
more than 100 animal species jointly. One crucial bottle-
neck of modeling animals is the limited availability of train-
ing data, which we overcome by learning our model from
2D Internet images. We show that prior approaches, which
are category-specific, fail to generalize to rare species with
limited training images. We address this challenge by in-
troducing the Semantic Bank of Skinned Models (SBSM),
which automatically discovers a small set of base animal
shapes by combining geometric inductive priors with se-
mantic knowledge implicitly captured by an off-the-shelf
self-supervised feature extractor. To train such a model,
we also contribute a new large-scale dataset of diverse an-
imal species. At inference time, given a single image of any
quadruped animal, our model reconstructs an articulated
3D mesh in a feed-forward manner in seconds.

1. Introduction
Computer vision models can nowadays reconstruct humans
in monocular images and videos robustly and accurately, re-
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covering their 3D shape, articulated pose, and even appear-
ance [3, 11, 12, 14, 21, 35]. However, humans are but a tiny
fraction of the animals that exist in nature, and 3D models
remain essentially blind to the vast majority of biodiversity.

While in principle the same approaches that work for hu-
mans could work for many other animal species, in prac-
tice scaling it to each of the 2.1 million different animal
species on Earth is nearly hopeless. In fact, building a hu-
man model such as SMPL [35] and a corresponding pose
predictor [3, 14] requires collecting 3D scans of many peo-
ple in laboratory [21], crafting a corresponding articulated
deformable model semi-automatically, and collecting ex-
tensive manual labels to train corresponding pose regres-
sors. Of all animals, only humans are currently of sufficient
importance in applications to justify the costs.

A technically harder but much more practical approach
is to learn animal models automatically from images and
videos readily available on the Internet. Several authors
have demonstrated that at least rough models can be learned
from such uncontrolled image collections [22, 63, 74]. Even
so, many limitations remain, starting from the fact that these
methods can only reconstruct one or a few specific animal
exemplars [74], or at most a single class of animals at a
given time [22, 63]. The latter restriction is particularly
glaring, as it defeats the purpose of using the Internet as
a vast data source for modeling biodiversity.

We introduce 3D-Fauna, a method that learns a pan-
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category deformable model for a large number (> 100) of
different quadruped animal species, such as dogs, antelopes,
and hedgehogs, as shown in Fig. 1. For the approach to be as
automated and thus as scalable as possible, we assume that
only Internet images of the animals are provided as train-
ing data and only consider as prerequisites a pre-trained 2D
object segmentation model and off-the-shelf unsupervised
visual features. 3D-Fauna is designed as a feed-forward
network that deforms and poses the deformable model to
reconstruct any animal given a single image as input. The
ability to perform monocular reconstruction is necessary for
training on (single-view) Internet images, and is also useful
in many real-world applications.

Crucial to 3D-Fauna is to learn a single joint model of
all animals in one go. Despite posing a challenge, model-
ing many animals jointly is essential for reconstructing rarer
species, for which we often have only a small number of im-
ages to train on. This allows us to exploit the structural sim-
ilarity of different animals that results from evolution, and
maximize statistical efficiency. Here, we focus our atten-
tion on animals that share a given body plan, in particular,
quadrupeds, and share the structure of the underlying skele-
tal model, which would otherwise be difficult to pin down.

Learning such a model from only unlabeled single-view
images requires several technical innovations. The most
important is to develop a 3D representation that is suf-
ficiently expressive to model the diverse shape variations
of the animals, and at the same time tight enough to be
learned from single-view images without overfitting indi-
vidual views. Prior work partly achieved this goal by us-
ing skinned models, which consider small shape variations
around a base template followed by articulation [63]. We
found that this approach does not provide sufficient induc-
tive biases to learn diverse animal species from Internet
images alone. Hence, we introduce the Semantic Bank of
Skinned Models (SBSM), which uses off-the-shelf unsuper-
vised features, such as DINO [5, 41], to hypothesize how
different animals may relate semantically, and automati-
cally learns a low-dimensional base shape bank.

Lastly, Internet images, which are not captured with the
purpose of 3D reconstruction in mind, are characterized by
a strong photographer bias, skewing the viewpoint distribu-
tion to mostly frontal, which significantly hinders the sta-
bility of 3D shape learning. To mitigate this issue, 3D-
Fauna further encourages the predicted shapes to look re-
alistic from all viewpoints, by introducing an efficient mask
discriminator that enforces the silhouettes rendered from a
random viewpoint to stay within the distribution of the sil-
houettes of the real images.

Combining these ideas, 3D-Fauna is an end-to-end
framework that learns a pan-category model of 3D
quadruped animals from online image collections. To train
3D-Fauna, we collected a large-scale animal dataset of over

100 quadruped species, dubbed the Fauna Dataset, as part
of the contribution. After training, the model can turn a
single test image of any quadruped instance into a fully
articulated 3D mesh in a feed-forward fashion, ready for
animation and rendering. Extensive quantitative and qual-
itative comparisons demonstrate significant improvements
over existing methods. Code and data will be released.

2. Related Work

Optimization-Based 3D Reconstruction of Animals.
Due to the lack of explicit 3D data for the vast majority
of animals, reconstruction has mostly relied on pre-defined
shape models or multi-view images. Initially, efforts fo-
cus on fitting a parametric 3D shape model obtained form
3D scans, e.g., SMAL [80], to animal images using anno-
tated 2D keypoints and segmentation masks, which is fur-
ther extended to multi-view images [81]. Other works aim
to optimize the 3D shape [6, 58, 69–71, 74–76] directly
from image or video collections of a smaller scale using
various forms of supervision in addition to masks, such
as keypoints [6, 58], self-supervised semantic correspon-
dences [74–76], optical flow [68–71], surface normals [71],
category-specific template shapes [6, 58].

Learning 3D from Internet Images and Videos. Re-
cently, authors have attempted to learn 3D priors from In-
ternet images and videos at a larger scale [1, 13, 20, 22,
29, 30, 55, 60–63, 77], mostly focusing on a single cate-
gory at a time. Reconstructing animals presents additional
challenges due to their highly deformable nature, which of-
ten necessitates stronger supervisory signals for training,
similar to the ones used in optimization-based methods.
Some methods have, in particular, learned to model ar-
ticulated animals, such as horses, from single-view image
collections without any 3D supervision, adopting a hierar-
chical shape model that factorizes a category-specific prior
shape from instance-specific shape deformation and articu-
lation [20, 62, 63]. However, these models are trained in a
category-specific manner and fail to generalize to less com-
mon animal species as shown in Sec. 5.3.

Attempts to model diverse animal species again resort to
pre-defined shape models, e.g., SMAL. Ruegg et al. [44,
45] model multiple dog breeds and regularize the learn-
ing process by encouraging intra-breed similarities using a
triplet loss, which requires breed labels for training, in addi-
tion to keypoint annotations and template shape models. In
contrast, our approach reconstructs a significantly broader
set of animals and is trained in a category-agnostic fashion,
without relying on existing 3D shape models or keypoints.
Another related work [19] aims to learn a category-agnostic
3D shape regressor by exploiting pre-trained CLIP features
and an off-the-shelf normal estimator, but does not model
deformation and produces coarse shapes. Concurrent work
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Figure 2. Training Pipeline. 3D-Fauna is trained using only single-view images from the Internet. Given each input image, it first extracts
a feature vector ϕ using a pre-trained unsupervised image encoder [5]. This is then used to query a learned memory bank to produce a base
shape and a DINO feature field in the canonical pose. The model also predicts the albedo, instance-specific deformation, articulated pose
and lighting, and is trained via image reconstruction losses on RGB, DINO feature map and mask, as well as a mask discriminator loss.

SAOR [2] also trains one model to reconstruct diverse ani-
mal categories, but obtains less realistic results and tends to
suffer from strong photographer bias.

Another line of research attempts to distill 3D recon-
structions from 2D generative models trained on large-
scale datasets of Internet images, which can be GAN-
based [7, 8, 15, 39] or more recently, diffusion-based mod-
els [9, 18, 36, 50] using Score Distillation Sampling [42]
and its variants. This idea has been extended to learn
image-conditional multi-view generator networks [26, 31–
34, 43, 47, 51, 52, 59, 67, 72]. However, most of these
methods optimize one single shape at a time, whereas our
model learns a pan-category deformable model that can re-
construct any animal instance in a feed-forward fashion.

Animal Datasets. Learning 3D models often requires
high-quality images without blur or occlusion. Exist-
ing high-quality datasets were only collected for a small
number of categories [49, 57, 62, 70], and more diverse
datasets [38, 65, 66, 73] often contain many noisy im-
ages unsuitable for training off the shelf. To train our
pan-category model for a wide range of quadruped animal
species, we aggregate these existing datasets after substan-
tial filtering, and additionally source more images from the
Internet to create a large-scale object-centric image dataset
spanning over 100 quadruped species, as detailed in Sec. 4.

3. Method
Our goal is to learn a deformable model of a large variety
of different animals using only Internet images for supervi-
sion. Formally, we learn a function f : I 7→ O that maps
any image I ∈ R3×H×W of an animal to a corresponding
3D reconstruction O, capturing the animal’s shape, defor-
mation and appearance.

3D reconstruction is greatly facilitated by using multi-
view data [17], but this is not available at scale, or at all,
for most animals. Instead, we wish to reconstruct animals
from weak single-view supervision obtained from the Inter-
net. Compared to prior works [63, 74–76], which focused
on reconstructing a single animal type at a time, here we tar-
get a large number of animal species at once, which is sig-
nificantly more difficult. We show in the next section how
solving this problem requires carefully exploiting the se-
mantic similarities and geometric correspondences between
different animals to regularize their 3D geometry.

3.1. Semantic Bank of Skinned Models

Given an image I , consider the problem of estimating the
3D shape (V, F ) of the animal contained in it, where V ∈
RK×3 is a list of vertices of a 3D mesh with face connec-
tivity given by triplets F ⊂ {1, . . . ,K}3. While recovering
a 3D shape from a single image is ill-posed, as we train the
model f on a large dataset, we can ultimately observe ani-
mals from a variety of viewpoints. However, different im-
ages show different animals with different 3D shapes. Non-
Rigid Structure-from-Motion [4, 53, 54] shows that recon-
struction is still possible, but only if one makes the space of
possible 3D shapes sufficiently tight to remove the recon-
struction ambiguity. At the same time, the space must be
sufficiently expressive to capture all animals.

Skinned Models (SM). Following SMPL [35], many
works [20, 62, 63, 71] have adopted a Skinned Model (SM)
to model the shape of deformable objects when learning
from single-view image collections or videos. An SM starts
from a base shape Vbase of the object (e.g., human or animal)
at ‘rest’, applies as a small deformation Vins = fins(Vbase, ϕ)
to capture instance-specific details, and then applies a larger
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Figure 3. Queries from the Semantic Base Shape Bank. With-
out requiring any category labels, the Semantic Bank (Sec 3.1)
automatically learns diverse base shapes for various animals and
preserves the semantic similarities across different instances.

deformation via a skinning function V = fpose(Vins, ϕ),
controlled by the articulation of the underlying skeleton.
We assume that deformations are predicted by neural net-
works that receive as input image features ϕ = fϕ(I) ex-
tracted from a powerful self-supervised image encoder.

In our case, a single SM is insufficient to capture the very
large shape variations between different animals, which in-
clude horses, dogs, antelopes, hedgehogs, etc. Naı̈vely at-
tempting to capture this diversity using the network fins
means that the resulting deformations cannot be small any
longer, which throws off the tightness of the model.

Semantic Bank of Skinned Models. In order to increase
the expressiveness of the model while still avoiding overfit-
ting individual images, we propose to exploit the fact that
different animals often have similar 3D shapes as a result of
evolution. We can thus reduce the shape variation to a small
number of shape bases Vbase, and interpolate between them.

To do so, we introduce a Semantic Bank of Skinned Mod-
els that automatically discovers a set of latent shape bases
and learns to project each image into a linear combination
of these bases. Key to this method is to use pre-trained un-
supervised image features [5, 41] to automatically and im-
plicitly identify similar animals. This is realized by means
of a small memory bank with K learned key-value pairs
{(ϕkey

k , ϕval
k )}Kk=1. Specifically, given an image embedding

ϕ, we query the memory bank to obtain a latent shape em-
bedding ϕ̃ as a linear combination of the value tokens {ϕval

k }
via a mechanism similar to attention [56]:

ϕ̃ =

K∑
k=1

wk ϕ
val
k , where wk =

cossim(ϕ, ϕkey
k )∑K

j=1 cossim(ϕ, ϕkey
j )

,

(1)
and cossim denotes cosine similarity between two feature
vectors. This embedding ϕ̃ is then used as a condition to the

base shape predictor (Vbase, F ) = fs(ϕ̃), which produces
semantically-adaptive base shapes without relying on any
category labels or being bound to a hard categorization.

In practice, the image features ϕ are obtained from a
well-trained feature extractor like DINO-ViT [5, 41]. Defin-
ing the weights based on the cosine similarities between the
image features ϕ and a small number of bases {ϕkey

k } cap-
tures the semantic similarities across different animal in-
stances. For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the cosine
similarity between the image features of a zebra and a horse
is 0.42, whereas the similarity between a zebra and an arctic
fox is only 0.06. Ablations in Fig. 6 further verify the im-
portance of this Semantic Bank, without which the model
easily overfits each training image and fails to reconstruct
plausible 3D shapes.

Implementation Details. The base shape is predicted us-
ing a hybrid SDF-mesh representation [46, 63] parameter-
ized by a coordinate MLP, with a conditioning vector ϕ̃ in-
jected via layer weight modulation [24, 25]. Since extract-
ing meshes from SDFs using DMTet [46] is memory and
compute intensive, in practice, we only compute it once for
each iteration, by assuming the batched images contain the
same animal species, and simply averaging out the embed-
dings ϕ̃. The instance-specific deformation is predicted us-
ing another coordinate MLP that outputs the displacement
∆Vins,i = f∆V (Vbase,i, ϕ) for each vertex Vbase,i of the base
mesh conditioned on the image feature ϕ, resulting in the
deformed shape Vins = ∆Vins+Vbase. We enforce a bilateral
symmetry on both the base shape and the instance deforma-
tion by mirroring the query locations for the MLPs. Given
the instance mesh Vins, we initialize a quadrupedal skele-
ton using a simple heuristic [63], and predict the rigid pose
ξ1 ∈ SE(3) and bone rotations ξb ∈ SO(3), b = 2, . . . , B
using a pose network. These posing parameters are then ap-
plied to the instance mesh via a linear blend skinning equa-
tion [35]. Refer to the sup. mat. for more details.

Appearance. Assuming a Lambertian illumination model,
we model the appearance of the object using an albedo
field a(x) = fa(x, ϕ) ∈ [0, 1]3 and a dominant direc-
tional light. The final shaded color of each pixel is com-
puted as Î(u) = (ka + kd ·max{0, ⟨l,n⟩}) · a(x), where
n is the normal direction of the posed mesh at pixel u, and
ka, kd ∈ [0, 1] and l ∈ S2 are respectively the ambient in-
tensity, diffuse intensity and dominant light direction pre-
dicted by the lighting network (ka, kd, l) = fl(ϕ).

3.2. Learning Formulation

The entire pipeline is trained in an unsupervised fashion,
using only self-supervised image features [5, 41] and object
masks obtained from off-the-shelf segmenters [27, 28].

Reconstruction Losses. Given the final predicted posed
shape V and appearance of the object, we use a differen-



tiable renderer R to obtain an RGB image Î as well as a
mask image M̂ , which are compared to the input image I
and the pseudo-ground-truth object mask M :

Lm = ∥M̂ −M∥22 + λdt∥M̂ ⊙ dt(M)∥1, (2)

Lim = ∥M̃ ⊙ (Î − I)∥1, (3)

where dt(·) is distance transform for more effective gradi-
ents [22, 61], ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product, λdt specifies
the balancing weight, and M̃ = M̂ ⊙M is the intersection
of the predicted and ground-truth masks.

Correspondences from Self-Supervised Features. Self-
supervised feature extractors are notoriously good at estab-
lishing semantic correspondences between objects, which
can be distilled to facilitate 3D reconstruction [63]. To do
so, we extract a patch-based feature map Φ ∈ RD×H×W

from each training image. These raw feature maps can
be noisy and may preserve image-specific information ir-
relevant to other images. To distill more effective seman-
tic correspondences across different images, we perform
a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) across all feature
maps [63], reducing the dimension to D′ = 16. We then
task the model to also learn a feature field in the canon-
ical frame ψ(x, ϕ̃) ∈ RD′

that is rendered into a fea-
ture image Φ̂ given predicted posed shape using the same
renderer R. Training then encourages the rendered fea-
ture images Φ̂ to match the pre-extracted PCA features Φ′:
Lfeat = ∥M̃ ⊙ (Φ̂ − Φ′)∥22. Note that although the space
of the PCA features Φ′ is shared across different animal in-
stances, the feature field ψ still receives the latent embed-
ding ϕ̃ as a condition. This is because different animals vary
in shape, resulting in different feature fields.

Mask Discriminator. In practice, despite exploiting these
semantic correspondences, we still find that the viewpoint
prediction may easily collapse to only frontal viewpoints,
due to the heavy photographer bias in Internet photos. This
can lead to overly elongated shapes as shown in Fig. 6, and
further deteriorates the viewpoint predictions. To mitigate
this, we further encourage the shape to look realistic from
arbitrary viewpoints. Specifically, we introduce a mask dis-
criminator D that encourages the mask images M̂rv ren-
dered from a random viewpoint to stay within the distribu-
tion of the ground-truth masks M. The discriminator also
receives the base embedding ϕ̃ (with gradients detached)
as a condition to make this adversarial guidance tailored to
specific types of animals and thus more effective. Formally,
this is achieved via an adversarial loss [15]:

Ladv = EM∼M[logD(M ; ϕ̃)]

+ EM̂rv∼Mrv
[log(1−D(M̂rv; ϕ̃))]. (4)

Note that we do not use a discriminator on the rendered
RGB images, as the predicted texture is often much less re-

alistic when compared to real images, which gives the dis-
criminator a trivial task. Moreover, the distribution of mask
images is less susceptible to viewpoint bias than RGB im-
ages, and hence we can simply sample random viewpoints
uniformly, without requiring a precise viewpoint distribu-
tion of the training images.

Overall Loss. We further enforce the Eikonal constraint
REik on the SDF network as well as the viewpoint hypothe-
sis loss Lhyp and the magnitude regularizers Rdef on vertex
deformations and Rart on articulation parameters ξ. See the
supplementary materials for details.

The final training objective L is thus

L = Lrec + λhypLhyp + λadvLadv +R, (5)

where Lrec = λmLm + λimLim + λfeatLfeat summarizes the
three reconstruction losses, R = λEikREik + λartRart +
λdefRdef summarizes the regularizers, and λ’s balance the
contribution of each term.

Training Schedule. We design a robust training schedule
that comprises three stages. First, we train the base shapes
and the viewpoint network without articulation or deforma-
tion. This significantly improves the stability of the training
and allows the model to roughly register the rigid pose of
all instances and learn the coarse base shapes.

As the viewpoint prediction stabilizes after 20k itera-
tions, in the second stage, we instantiate the bones and en-
able the articulation, allowing the shapes to gradually grow
legs and fit the articulated pose in each image. Meanwhile,
we also turn on the mask discriminator to prevent view-
point collapse and shape elongation. In the final stage, we
optimize the instance shape deformation field to allow the
model to capture the fine-grained geometric details of indi-
vidual instances, with the discriminator disabled, as it may
corrupt the shape if overused.

4. Dataset Collection
In order to train this pan-category model for all types of
quadruped animals, we create a new animal image dataset,
dubbed the Fauna Dataset, spanning 128 quadruped
species from dogs, antelopes to minks and platypuses, with
a total of 78,168 images. We first aggregate the training
sets of existing animal image datasets, including Animals-
with-Attributes [65], APT-36K [73], Animal3D [66] and
DOVE [62]. Many of these images are blurry or contain
heavy occlusions, which will impact the stability of the
training. We thus filter the images using automatic scripts
first, followed by manual inspection. This results in 8,378
images covering approximately 70 animal species. To fur-
ther increase the size as well as the diversity of the dataset,
we additionally collect 69,790 images from the Internet, in-
cluding 63,115 video frames and 2,358 images for 7 com-
mon animals (bear, cow, elephant, giraffe, horse, sheep, ze-



bra) as well as 4,317 images for another 51 less common
species. We use off-the-shelf segmentation models [27, 28]
to detect and segment the instances in the images. Out of the
121 few-shot categories, we hold out 5 as novel categories
unused at training. For validation, we randomly select 5 im-
ages in each of the rest 116 few-shot categories, and 2,462
images for the 7 common species. To reduce the viewpoint
bias in the few-shot categories, we manually identify a few
(1–10) backward-facing instances in the training set and du-
plicate them to match the size of the rest.

5. Experiments
5.1. Technical Details

We base our architecture on MagicPony [63], adding the
new SBSM and mask discriminator. For the Semantic Bank,
we use K = 60 key-value pairs. The dimension of keys is
384 (same as DINO-ViT) and the dimension of values is
128. As the texture network tends to struggle to predict de-
tailed appearance in one go, partially due to limited capac-
ity, for all the visualizations, we follow [63] and fine-tune
(only) the texture network for 50 iterations, which takes
< 10 seconds. Refer to the sup. mat. for further details.

5.2. Qualitative Results

After training, 3D-Fauna takes in a single test image of any
quadruped animal and produces an articulated and textured
3D mesh in a feed-forward manner, as visualized in Fig. 4.
The model can reconstruct very different animals, such as
antelopes, armadillos, and fishers, without requiring any
category labels. All the input images in Fig. 4 have not been
seen during training. In particular, the model also performs
well on held-out categories, e.g. the wolf in the third row.

5.3. Comparisons with Prior Work

Baselines. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first
deformable model designed to handle 100+ quadruped
species, learned purely from 2D Internet data. We carry
out quantitative and qualitative comparisons to methods that
are at least in principle applicable to this setting. The base-
line is MagicPony [63], which however is category-specific
(they first train on horses, and fine-tune on giraffes, cows
and zebras). We also compare with two popular deformable
models that can work in the wild, namely UMR [30] and
A-CSM [29]. However, they require weakly-supervised
part segmentations and shape templates, respectively. Other
works, such as LASSIE [74] and its follow-ups [75, 76], op-
timize a deformable model on a small set of about 20 images
covering a single animal category at a time. More recently,
image-to-3D methods based on distilling 2D diffusion mod-
els and/or large 3D datasets [32] have also demonstrated
plausible 3D reconstructions of animals from a single im-
age. In contrast, our model predicts an articulated mesh

PASCAL APT-36K Animal3D

KT-PCK@0.1 PCK@0.1 PCK@0.1 PCK@0.1

UMR [30] 0.284 - - -
A-CSM [29] 0.329 0.687 0.649 0.822
MagicPony [63] 0.429 - 0.756 0.867
Ours 0.539 0.782 0.841 0.901

Table 1. Quantitative Comparisons on PASCAL VOC [10],
APT-36K [73] and Animal3D [66]. When compared to baselines
including the competitive MagicPony [63], our method demon-
strates significantly improved performance on all datasets.

from a single image within seconds. Although it is difficult
to establish a fair numerical comparison given these differ-
ent settings, in Sec. 5.3, we provide a side-by-side quali-
tative comparison against baselines [32, 74, 75]. We use
the publicly released code [32, 63, 74, 75] and report num-
bers [29, 30] included in MagicPony [63].

Quantitative Comparisons. We conduct quantitative eval-
uation across three different datasets, APT-36K [73], Ani-
mal3D [66], and PASCAL VOC [10], which contain images
of various animals with 2D keypoint annotations. Follow-
ing MagicPony [63], we first evaluate on horses in PAS-
CAL VOC [10] using the widely used Keypoint Transfer
metric [22, 29, 30]. We use the same protocol as in A-
CSM [29] and randomly sample 20k source-target image
pairs. For each source image, we project the visible vertices
of the predicted mesh onto the image and map each anno-
tated 2D keypoint to its nearest vertex. We then project that
vertex to the target image and check if it lies within a small
distance (10% of image size) to the corresponding keypoint
in the target image. We summarize the results using the
Percentage of Correct Keypoints (KT-PCK@0.1) in Tab. 1.

In Tab. 1, we follow CMR [22] to evaluate the three
datasets on more species, optimizing a linear mapping from
mesh vertices to desired keypoints for each category, and
reporting PCK@0.1 between the predicted and annotated
2D keypoints. Our model demonstrates significant improve-
ment over existing methods on all datasets. A performance
breakdown for each category is provided in the sup. mat.

Qualitative Comparisons. Figure 5 compares 3D-Fauna
qualitatively to several recent works [32, 63, 74, 75]. To
establish a fair comparison with MagicPony [63], for cate-
gories demonstrated in their paper (e.g. horse), we simply
run inference using the released model. For each of the
other categories, we use their public code to train a per-
category model on our dataset from scratch (which con-
tains less than 100 images for some rare categories). For
LASSIE [74] and Hi-LASSIE [75], which optimize over a
small set of images, we train their models on the test image
together with additional 29 images randomly selected from
the training set of that category. Hi-LASSIE [75] is further
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Figure 4. Single Image 3D Reconstruction. Given a single image of any quadruped animal at test time, our model reconstructs an
articulated and textured 3D mesh in a feed-forward manner without requiring category labels, which can be readily animated.
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Figure 5. Qualitative Comparisons against MagicPony [63], LASSIE [74], Hi-LASSIE [75] and Zero-1-to-3 [32]. Compared to all
baselines, our method predicts more stable poses and higher-fidelity reconstructions. Note that our method is learning-based and predicts
3D meshes in a feed-forward fashion (as opposed to [74, 75] that optimize on test images), which is orders of magnitude faster.
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Figure 6. Ablation Studies. Both the Semantic Bank and the mask
discriminator improve the results as discussed in Sec. 5.4.

fine-tuned on the test image after training. To compare with
Zero-1-to-3 [32], we use the implementation in threestu-
dio [16] to first distill a NeRF [37] using Score Distillation
Sampling [42] given the masked test image, and then extract
a 3D mesh for fair comparison. Note that our model predicts
3D meshes within seconds, whereas the optimization takes
at least 10–20 mins for the other methods [32, 74, 75].

As shown in Fig. 5, MagicPony is sensitive to the size of
the training set. When trained on rare categories with fewer
(< 100) images, such as the puma in Fig. 5, it fails to learn
meaningful shapes and produces severe artifacts. Despite
optimizing on the test images, LASSIE and Hi-LASSIE
produce coarser reconstructions, partially due to the part-
based representation that struggles in capturing the detailed
geometry and articulation, as well as unstable viewpoint
prediction. Zero-1-to-3, on the other hand, often fails to
correctly reconstruct the legs, and does not explicitly model
the articulated pose. On the contrary, our method predicts
accurate viewpoint and reconstructs fine-grained articulated
shapes for all different animals, with only one single model.

5.4. Ablation Study

In Fig. 6, we present ablation results on three key design
choices in our pipeline: SBSM, category-agnostic training,
and mask discriminator. If we remove the SBSM and di-
rectly condition the base shape network on each individual
image embedding ϕ, the model tends to overfit each training
views without learning meaningful canonical 3D shapes and
pose. Alternatively, we can simply condition the base shape
on an explicit (learned) category-specific embedding and
train the model in a category-conditioned manner. This also
leads to sub-optimal reconstructions, in particular on rare
categories with few training images. Lastly, training with-
out the mask discriminator results in biased viewpoint pre-
diction (towards frontal) and produces elongated shapes.

6. Conclusions

We have presented 3D-Fauna, a deformable model for 100
animal categories learned using only Internet images. 3D-
Fauna can reconstruct any quadruped image by instantiat-
ing in seconds a posed version of the deformable model to
match the input image. Despite capable of modeling diverse
animals, the current model is still limited to quadruped
species that share a same skeletal structure. Furthermore,
the training images still need to be lightly curated. Never-
theless, 3D-Fauna still presents a significant leap compared
to prior works and moves us closer to models that will be
able to understand and reconstruct all animals in nature.
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A. Additional Results

We provide additional visualizations, including shape in-
terpolation and generation, as well as additional compar-
isons in this supplementary material. Please see https:

//kyleleey.github.io/3DFauna/ for 3D animations.

A.1. Shape Interpolation between Instances

With the predictions of our model, we can easily interpolate
between two reconstructions by interpolating the base em-
beddings ϕ̃, instance deformations and the articulated poses
ξ, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Here, we first obtain the pre-
dicted base shape embeddings ϕ̃ for each of the three input
images from the learned Semantic Bank. We then linearly
interpolate between these embeddings to produce smooth a
transition from one base shape to another, as shown in the
last row of Fig. 8. Furthermore, we can also linearly inter-
polate the predicted articulated the image features ϕ (which
is used as a condition to the instance deformation field f∆V )
as well as the predicted articulation parameters ξ, to gener-
ate smooth interpolations of between posed shapes, shown
in the middle row. These results confirm that our learned
shape space is continuous and smooth, and covers a wide
range of animal shapes.

A.2. Shape Generation from the Semantic Bank

Moreover, we can also generate new animal shapes by sam-
pling from the learned Semantic Bank, as shown in Fig. 9.
First, we visualize the base shapes captured by each of the
learned value tokens ϕval

k in the Semantic Bank. In the top
two rows of Fig. 9, we show 20 visualizations of these base
shapes randomly selected out of the 60 value tokens in to-
tal. We can also fuse these base shapes by linearly fusing
the value tokens ϕval

k with a set of random weights (with a
sum of 1), and generate the a wide variety of animal shapes,
as shown in the bottom two rows.

Ours MagicPony - Single Cat.

Input Image Input View Novel View Input View Novel View Input View Novel View

MagicPony - All Cat.

Input View

Figure 7. Qualitative Comparisons against two variants of Mag-
icPony [63]. In the middle are reconstruction results of the
category-specific MagicPony model trained on individual cate-
gories. On the right are results of MagicPony trained on all cat-
egories jointly, i.e. assuming all quadrupeds belong to one single
category.

APT-36K

Horse Giraffe Cow Zebra

MagicPony [64] 0.775 0.699 0.769 0.778
Ours 0.853 0.796 0.876 0.840

Animal3D

Horse Cow Zebra

LASSIE [74] 0.850 0.887 0.878
Hi-LASSIE [75] 0.410 0.720 0.704
MagicPony [64] 0.835 0.895 0.919
Ours 0.884 0.903 0.942

Table 2. Quantitative Comparisons on APT-36K [73] and Ani-
mal3D [66] for each category. Our method consistently performs
better than MagicPony [63], LASSIE [74] and Hi-LASSIE [75] on
all the categories.

APT-36K

Horse Giraffe Cow Zebra

Final Model 0.853 0.796 0.876 0.840
w/o Semantic Bank 0.402 0.398 0.371 0.373
Category-conditioned 0.822 0.776 0.832 0.798
w/o Ladv 0.831 0.782 0.823 0.828

Animal3D

Horse Cow Zebra

Final Model 0.884 0.903 0.942
w/o Semantic Bank 0.402 0.701 0.630
Category-conditioned 0.842 0.886 0.910
w/o Ladv 0.813 0.871 0.873

Table 3. Quantitative Ablation Studies on APT-36K [73] and
Animal3D [66] for each category.

A.3. Comparisons with Prior Work

Quantitative Results for Each Category. Here, we pro-
vide the per-category performance break for the quantitative
comparisons in Tab. 2, which correspond to the aggregated
results in Tab. 1. On APT36K [73], we evaluate on four
categories including horse, giraffe, cow and zebra. On An-
imal3D [66], we use the available three categories: horse,
cow and zebra. Our pan-category model consistently out-
performs the MagicPony [63] baseline across all the cat-
egories, which highlights the benefits of the joint training
of all categories. We also compare to LASSIE [74] and
Hi-LASSIE [75] quantitatively by optimizing on three An-
imal3D categories individually, as each category contains a
small size (< 100) of images similar to the default setup
proposed in their papers.

https://kyleleey.github.io/3DFauna/
https://kyleleey.github.io/3DFauna/


Posed Shape
Interpolation

Input Image Reconstruction Input Image Reconstruction Input Image Reconstruction

Base Shape
Interpolation

Figure 8. Shape Interpolation between Instances. On the top row, we show the 3D reconstructions from three input images. On the
second and the third rows, we show the interpolation between the posed shapes and the base shapes.

Random 1 𝜙!"#$

Randomly
fusing 10 𝜙!"#$

Randomly
fusing all 60 𝜙!"#$

Figure 9. Shape Generation from the Learned Semantic Bank. On the top two rows, we visualize 20 base shapes generated from the
individual value tokens ϕval

k in the learned Semantic Bank. On the bottom two rows, we show the base shapes obtained by randomly fusing
10 and 60 value tokens ϕval

k .

K 2 10 60 100 500

PCK0.1 0.724 0.766 0.782 0.788 0.789

Table 4. Bank Size Ablation Studies on PASCAL [10].

MagicPony on All Categories. In Fig. 5, we show that
MagicPony [63] fail to produce plausible 3D shapes when
trained in a category-specific fashion on species with lim-
ited (< 100) number of images. Alternatively, we can also
train the MagicPony on our entire image dataset of all the
animal species, i.e. treating all the images as in one sin-
gle category. The results are shown in Fig. 7. As Mag-
icPony maintains only one single base shape for all animal
instances, which is not able to capture the wide variation
of shapes of different animal species. On the contrary, our
proposed Semantic Base Shape Bank learns various base
shapes automatically adapted to different species, based on
self-supervised image features.

A.4. Quantitative Ablation Studies

In addition to the qualitative comparisons in Fig. 6, Tab. 3
shows the quantitative ablation studies on APT-36K [73]
and Animal3D [66]. As explained in Sec. 5.3 of the paper,
we follow CMR [23] and optimize a linear mapping from
our predicted vertices to the annotated keypoints in the in-
put view. These numerical results are consistent with the
visual comparisons in Fig. 6.

We also conducted additional experiments with different
bank sizes, including K = 2, 10, 60, 100, 500, and report
the PCK scores on PASCAL [10] in Tab. 4. The quality
grows with K; we pick K = 60 as a good trade-off with
the computational cost.

A.5. More Visualizations from 3D-Fauna

We show more visualization results of 3D-Fauna on a wide
variety of animals in Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15,
including horse, weasel, pika, koala and so on. Note that
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Figure 10. Failure Cases. For fluffy and highly deformable ani-
mals in challenging poses, our model still struggles in predicting
the accurate poses and shapes.

our model produces these articulated 3D reconstructions
from just a single test image in feed-forward manner, with-
out even knowing the category labels of the animal species.
With the articulated pose prediction, we can also easily ani-
mate the reconstructions in 3D. More visualizations are pre-
sented at https://kyleleey.github.io/3DFauna/.

A.6. Failure Cases and Limitations

Despite promising results on a wide variety of quadruped
animals, we still recognize a few limitations of the current
method. First, we only focus on quadrupeds which share a
similar skeletal structure. Although this covers a large num-
ber animals, including most mammals as well as many rep-
tiles, amphibians and insects, the same assumption will not
hold for many other animals in nature. Jointly estimating
the skeletal structure and 3D shapes directly from raw im-
ages remains a fundamental challenge for modeling the en-
tire biodiversity. Furthermore, for some fluffy animals that
are highly deformable, like cats and squirrels, our model
still struggles to reconstruct accurate poses and 3D shapes,
as shown in Fig. 10.

Another failure case is the confusion of left and right
legs, when reconstructing images taken from the side view,
for instance, in the second row of Fig. 13. Since neither the
object mask nor the self-supervised features [41] can pro-
vide sufficient signals to disambiguate the legs, the model
would ultimately have to resort to the subtle appearance
cues, which still remains as a major challenge. Finally,
the current model still struggles at inferring high-fidelity
appearance in a feed-forward manner, similar to [63], and
hence, we still employ a fast test-time optimization for bet-
ter appearance reconstruction (within seconds). This is par-
tially due to the limited size of the dataset and the design of
the texture field. Leveraging powerful diffusion-based im-
age generation models [48] could provide additional signals
to train a more effective 3D appearance predictor, which we
plan to look into for future work.

B. Additional Technical Details

B.1. Modeling Articulations

In this work, we focus on quadruped animals which share a
similar quadrupedal skeleton. Here, we provide the details
for the bone instantiation on the rest-pose shape based on
a simple heuristic, the skinning model, and the additional
bone rotation constraints.

Adaptive Bone Topology. We adopt a similar quadruped
heuristic for rest-pose bone estimation as in [63]. How-
ever, unlike [63] which focuses primarily on horses, our
method needs to model a much more diverse set of ani-
mal species. Hence, we make several modifications in order
for the model to adapt to different animals automatically.
For the ‘spine’, we still use a chain of 8 bones with equal
lengths, connecting the center of the rest-pose mesh to the
two most extreme vertices along z-axis. To locate the four
feet joints, we do not rely on the four xz-quadrants as the
feet may not always land separately in those four quadrants,
for instance, for animals with a longer body. Instead, we
locate the feet based on the distribution of the vertex loca-
tions. Specifically, we first identify the vertices within the
lower 40% of the total height (y-axis). We then use the cen-
ter of these vertices as the origin of the xz-plane and locate
the lowest vertex within each of the new quadrants as the
feet joints. For each leg, we create a chain of three bones of
equally length connecting the foot joint to the nearest joint
in the spine.

Bone Rotation Prediction. Similar to [63], the viewpoint
and bone rotations are predicted separately using differ-
ent networks. The viewpoint ξ1 is predicted via a multi-
hypothesis mechanism, as discussed in Appendix B.2. For
the bone rotations ξ2:B , we first project the middle point
of each rest-pose bone onto the image using the pre-
dicted viewpoint, and sample its corresponding local fea-
ture from the feature map using bilinear interpolation. A
Transformer-based [56] network then fuses the global im-
age feature, local image feature, 2D and 3D joint locations
as well as the bone index, and produces the Euler angle for
the rotation of each bone. Unlike [63], we empirically find it
beneficial to add the bone index on top of other features in-
stead of concatenation, which tends to encourage the model
to separate the legs with different rotation predictions.

Skinning Weights. With the estimated bone structure, each
bone b except for the root has the parent bone π(b). Each
vertex Vins,i on the shape Vins is then associated to all the
bones by skinning weights wib defined as:

wib =
e−dib/τs∑B
k=1 e

−dik/τs
, where

dib = min
r∈[0,1]

||Vins,i − rJ̃b − (1− r)J̃π(b)||22
(6)

https://kyleleey.github.io/3DFauna/


is the minimal distance from the vertex Vins,i to each bone
b, defined by the rest-pose joint location J̃b in world coordi-
nates. The τs is a temperature parameter set to 0.5. We then
use the linear blend skinning equation to pose the vertices:

Vi(ξ) =

(
B∑

b=1

wibGb(ξ)Gb(ξ
∗)−1

)
Vins,i,

G1 = g1, Gb = Gπ(b) ◦ gb, gb(ξ) =

[
Rξb Jb
0 1

]
,

(7)

where the ξ∗ denotes the bone rotations at rest pose.

Bone Rotation Constraints. Following [63], we regular-
ize the magnitude of bone rotation predictions by Rart =

1
B−1

∑B
b=2 ||ξb||22. In experiments, we find a common fail-

ure mode where instead of learning a reasonable shape with
appropriate leg lengths, the model tends to predict exces-
sively long legs for animals with shorter legs and bend them
away from the camera. To avoid this, we further constrain
the range of the angle predictions. Specifically, we forbid
the rotation along y-axis (side-way) and z-axis (twist) of
the lower two segments for each leg. We also set a limit to
the rotation along y-axis and z-axis of the upper segment
for each leg as (−10◦, 10◦). For the body bones, we further
limit the rotation along the z-axis within (−6◦, 6◦).

B.2. Viewpoint Learning Details

Recovering the viewpoint of an object from only one in-
put image is an ill-posed problem with numerous local op-
tima in the reconstruction objective. Here, we adopt the
multi-hypothesis viewpoint prediction scheme introduced
in [63]. In detail, our viewpoint prediction network out-
puts four viewpoint rotation hypotheses Rk ∈ SO(3), k ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4} within each of the four xz-quadrants together
with their corresponding scores σk. For computational effi-
ciency, we randomly sample one hypothesis at each training
iteration, and minimize the loss:

Lhyp(σk,Lrec,k) = (σk − detach(Lrec,k))
2, (8)

where detach indicates that the gradient on reconstruction
loss is detached. In this way, σk essentially serves as an es-
timate of the expected reconstruction error for each hypoth-
esis k, without actually evaluating it which would otherwise
require the expensive rendering step. During inference time,
we can then take the softmax of its inverse to obtain the
probability pk of each hypothesis k: pk ∝ exp(−σk/τ),
where the temperature parameter τ controls the sharpness
of the distribution.

B.3. Mask Discriminator Details

To sample another viewpoint and render the mask for the
mask discriminator, we randomly sample an azimuth angle

Parameter Value/Range

Optimiser Adam
Learning rate on prior and bank 1× 10−3

Learning rate on others 1× 10−4

Number of iterations 800k
Enable articulation iteration 20k
Enable deformation iteration 500k
Mask Discriminator iterations (80k, 300k)
Batch size 6

Loss weight λm 10
Loss weight λim 1
Loss weight λfeat {10, 1}
Loss weight λEik 0.01
Loss weight λdef 10
Loss weight λart 0.2
Loss weight λhyp {50, 500}
Loss weight λadv 0.1

Image size 256× 256
Field of view (FOV) 25◦

Camera location (0, 0, 10)
Tetrahedral grid size 256
Initial mesh centre (0, 0, 0)
Translation in x- and y-axes (−0.4, 0.4)
Translation in z-axis (−1.0, 1.0)
Number of spine bones 8
Number of bones for each leg 3
Viewpoint hypothesis temperature τ (0.01, 1.0)
Skinning weight temperature τs 0.5
Ambient light intensity ka (0.0, 1.0)
Diffuse light intensity kd (0.5, 1.0)

Table 5. Training details and hyper-parameter settings.

and rotate the predicted viewpoint by that angle. For con-
ditioning, the detached input base embedding ϕ̃ is concate-
nated to each pixel in the mask along the channel dimen-
sion, similar to CycleGAN [79]. In practice, we also add
a gradient penalty term in the discriminator loss following
[40, 78].

B.4. Network Architectures

We adopt the architectures in [63] except the newly intro-
duced Semantic Base Shape Bank and mask discriminator.
For the SBSM, we add a modulation layer [24, 25] to each
of the MLP layers to condition the SDF field on the base
embeddings ϕ̃. To condition the DINO field, we simply
concatenate the embedding to the input coordinates to the
network. The mask discriminator architecture is identical
to that of GIRAFFE [40], except that we set input dimen-
sion as 129 = 1+128, accommodating the 1-channel mask
and the 128-channel shape embedding. We set the size of
the memory bank K = 60. In practice, to allow bank to
represent categories with diverse kinds of shapes, we only
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Figure 11. Data Samples. We show some samples of our train-
ing data. Each sample consists of the RGB image, automatically-
obtained segmentation mask, and the corresponding 16-channel
PCA feature map.

fuse the value tokens with top 10 cosine similarities.

B.5. Hyper-Parameters and Training Schedule

The hyper-parameters and training details are listed in
Tab. 5. We train the model for 800k iterations on a sin-
gle NVIDIA A40 GPU, which takes roughly 5 days. In
particular, we set λfeat=10, and λhyp=50 at the start of train-
ing. After 300k iterations we change the values to λfeat=1,
λhyp=500. During the first 6k iterations, we allow the model
to explore all four viewpoint hypotheses by randomly sam-
pling the four hypotheses uniformly, and gradually decrease
the chance of random sampling to 20% while sampling the
best hypothesis for the rest 80% of the time. To save mem-
ory and computation, at each training iteration, we only feed
images of the same species in a batch, and extract one base
shape by averaging out the base embeddings. At test time,
we just directly use the shape embedding for each individ-
ual input image.

B.6. Data Pre-Processing

We use off-the-shelf segmentation models [27, 28] to obtain
the masks, crop around the objects and resize the crops to
a size of 256 × 256. For the self-supervised features [41],
we randomly choose 5k images from our dataset to compute
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) matrix. Then we
use that matrix to run inference across all the images in our
dataset. We show some samples of different animal species
in Fig. 11. It is evident that these self-supervised image fea-
tures can provide efficient semantic correspondences across
different categories. Note that masks are only for supervi-
sion, our model takes the raw image shown on the left as
input for inference.

B.7. Species Size Distribution

We show a plot of the distribution of different species in our
dataset below, including 7 well-represented categories (red)
and 121 few-shot categories (orange). To balance the train-
ing, we duplicate the samples of few-shot categories to

……
well-represented few-shot

Figure 12. Species Distribution. We show the distribution of
different animal species in our training dataset, including well-
represented species with thousands of images and rare species with
less than 100 images.

match the size of the rest. Many examples in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 13 in fact belong to the few-shot categories, such as
koala, fisher and prairie dog.
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Figure 13. Single Image 3D Reconstruction. Given a single image of any quadruped animal at test time, our model reconstructs an
articulated and textured 3D mesh in a feed-forward manner without requiring category labels, which can be readily animated.
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Figure 14. Single Image 3D Reconstruction. Given a single image of any quadruped animal at test time, our model reconstructs an
articulated and textured 3D mesh in a feed-forward manner without requiring category labels, which can be readily animated.
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Figure 15. Single Image 3D Reconstruction. Given a single image of any quadruped animal at test time, our model reconstructs an
articulated and textured 3D mesh in a feed-forward manner without requiring category labels, which can be readily animated.
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